Gender Neutral/ Family Style Restrooms
Main Floor of Hodges
What?

- Will have the ability to lock
- Will have a sign change
- Can be multiple stall
- Will not be a drastic change that requires a lot of construction and disruption
Why?

- Will provide comfort for trans people
- Will give further accessibility to people with disabilities
- Will give visitors/graduate students/other people with children a safe place to use
- Will show our willingness to represent the silent majority
- Will further our initiative into the Top 25
- Will provide an air of inclusivity
- Will make a lasting difference on the lives of students in future generations
When?

- A new building is planned
- A current construction or renovation is in effect
- An existing building is renovated
How?

- ADA funding
- Absorption of cost through planning
- Funds from project completion under budget
- We are economically lenient with Administration